“Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot is a nonprofit club dedicated
to sharing our passion for fly fishing
by promoting fellowship, education and
stewardship of our fishing resources.”
www.flyfishersofthebitterroot.org

Tuesday, April 10th

April 2018 Newsletter
Social Hour 5:30 pm Meeting starts at 6:30 pm
BJ’s Restaurant, Hamilton
President’s Message

Hi Everyone
I hope by the time this newsletter comes out Spring will have sprung and that everyone is out there catching fish on
Skwalas and Baetis & whatever else you want to fish with! Don’t forget about streamers- great choice for this time of
year. For all of you that were not at the March meeting, you missed a great program by Tony Reinhardt in a room, shall
we say, “With a view”. We gave the Elks lodge a trial run and think I can honestly report that an overwhelming majority
of those present (over 45 of us) liked the room and are interested is considering it as the club’s new monthly meeting
location. About 20 of us showed up around 5:30 for dinner- food choice was croissant sandwiches-big!-, potato salad
and a green salad. The food was good and there are other dinner options available if we wish to pursue them. The
remaining 25 arrived around 6:30 for the meeting & program.
Face it everyone- the club has grown and we need a new home. Currently there are over 125 members and I do not
need to try & explain the logistics of trying to fit even ½ of that number into BJs. Fitting 125 into the Elks is not possible
either, but I have yet to see all of you in one place at the same time so I am not going to be concerned with this
possibility. However, if it did happen, I would definitely be sure my soapbox was there! Change is scary, but necessary.
We – the Board- are working with the Elks management to see if there is a date workable for both of our organizations.
The goal would be to keep it on the first Tuesday of the month- but the club might need to accept it cannot have
everything it wants. We are looking at the first Monday, first (if possible) or second Tuesday or the first Thursday--Wednesdays are not available. If you have suggestions as to preference and why or want to help with this type of
transition, I would love to hear from you. You know my email address!
With this little soap box rant I now take my leave of you until the next newsletter. I grew up with a father who I now
realize had a phenomenal outlook of life & living. He was a great teacher and one for quotes- like the proverbial “Do
unto others as you would have them do unto you”; and another of my favorites- “There are only two reasons people will
come to see me: because they want to or they have to. To these, I will add a few of my own favorites.
“Happiness is the byproduct of doing things for others and not an end in itself.”
“The opportunity of a lifetime only lasts during the lifetime of that opportunity”
“Temper get most of us in trouble, Pride keeps us there.”
Tight Lines,
Estelle
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April 2018 Program

Guest Speaker:

Alan Weltzein
TOPIC: "Dry River Channel,
Fishing and Writing, and
a River."

O. Alan Weltzien, longtime English professor at the University of Montana Western, can barely fly fish. But that’s never
stopped him from fishing in Norman Maclean, among other Montana writers. Professor Weltzien grew up in Puget
Sound country and received his A. B. in English from Whitman College, and his M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of
Virginia. He has received two Fulbright Fellowships (Poland, Bulgaria) and one University of Montana International
Faculty Award (Australia). He has published nine books and two chapbooks. His two newest books are The Comfort
Pathway, a chapbook essay (2017), and Thinking Continental: Writing the Planet One Place at a Time (co-editor), 2017).
Weltzien still skis in winter and scrambles peaks in summer. His idea of a good day includes several hours of reading and
at least a few hours of writing.
Professor Weltzien is interested in regional literature and is a champion of Montana literature, which he believes is
wedded to the landscape. He edited The Literary Art and Activism of Rick Bass and The Norman Maclean Reader, which
included several unpublished works by Maclean. He also was a featured speaker at the annual "In the Footsteps of
Norman Maclean Festival." Maclean and A River Runs through It will be the subject of the March program.
"He that hopes to be a good angler must not only bring an inquiring, searching, observing weit,
but he must also bring a large measure of hope and patience." Izaak Walton, The Compleat Angler

Upcoming Programs and Events
Missouri Outing April 24-27
May 1st 2018: Fred Telleen from North 40 Outfitters: Fishing the Kenai
May Adult Fly Fishing Clinic- Wednesday PMs
June 5th 2018: Denny Westover- Lake fishing
June 23rd: Skip Morris workshop
June 24th: Special needs Day
July 11-15th: Georgetown Outing
August 19th: Annual Picnic at the Hannon House
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Fly of the Month APRIL 2018
Smoke and Mirrors Jig-fly variant
Originally tied by Daniel Soltau of Dirty Water Fly Company
Variation tied by Bob Prince

Check out Daniel’s website at https://dirtywaterflyco.com/
A little note on this fly. I must give credit where credit is due. Daniel Soltau's pattern is a sweet, sweet streamer
design and is quickly replacing nearly every other streamer pattern in my boxes and for good reason. This fly flat out
gets the job done! I've made a few modifications to the bug that make it a bit quicker and simpler to tie. I've only done
this to make the tying process easier and quicker. As a guide, father, and full-time teacher my tying time is precious and
I need to crank out as many bugs as possible during the winter months. By skipping a few steps I can crank out a bunch
of these streamers rather quickly. I think the omission of rubber legs doesn't diminish this fly's productivity but that's
just my opinion. If you want to see the original pattern tied by Soltau himself go to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-eQDaLX7EU&feature=youtu.be or check out his website at
https://dirtywaterflyco.com/. I've tied a few the way he does and they work great but again, I like it the way I tie it.
Both versions will put fish in the net, I'm confident in that.
Why reinvent the wheel? Below is a description of the bug from the Slide Inn Website.
“Soltau’s Smoke N Mirrors. This pattern comes to us from our good friend Daniel Soltau of Bozeman, Montana.
The Smoke N’ Mirrors is a sparsely tied articulated streamer that holds true to shape underwater, and has gained quite a
following on rivers such as the Yellowstone, Big Hole, Madison, Missouri, and Henry’s Fork. The rear section of this
pattern is tied on a 25 mm. shank, with a little bit of marabou for the tail and 2 strands of lateral scale. The body on both
the front and back sections is wrapped with UV polar chenille, and Daniel uses an Owner 60 degree jig hook to invert the
fly so that hanging up on the bottom is rarely an issue. The Smoke N Mirrors is an extremely versatile streamer that
works well on the swing in addition to a fast jerk strip or vertical jig, (fly is approximately 3 inches long).”
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Okay. Now to the nitty gritty. Why do I love this fly? Simply put, this thing swims! The lightweight hookless rear shank
undulates like nothing else underwater. Without a trailer hook this fly never, repeat never, fouls during casting. This fly
casts easily, sinks quickly, and has just the right amount of flash. The single hook sticks fish well but doesn't maim trout
in the way that articulated flies sometimes do. The jig style construction ensures that you hang up a lot less on the
bottom and on woody debris. You can walk this fly over logs and rocks in ways you just can't do with standard streamer
designs. I like the size too. 2.5-3 inches long is a great size for streamers in my opinion. It's big enough you can grab the
attention of bigger fish but it's not so big that you can't reliably get medium sized (14-19) inch trout to chase and eat this
thing.
Most of the materials for this fly are standard fare. The only exotic things are the hooks and the shanks. I get my Owner
jig hooks online; most bass fishing places will carry them. I get the value pack of 63. For shanks I use the short Fish Skull
articulation shanks found at most local fly shops these days.
Tie a few up and see what you think. I have confidence you are going to like what you see once you give this fly a swim!
I've included the directions for the silver/gold and olive version that I fish most often and catch the most fish on. You
can tie this fly in a wide variety of colors just by changing the chenille and marabou color. You can check out all the
different shades at https://dirtywaterflyco.com/ or create your own!
Materials (Gold and Olive version)
Rear Shank
Shank: Fish Skull 20mm articulation shank
Thread: 3/0 to match fly color
Tail: Olive Brown Marabou and Medium Lateral Scale
Body: UV Gold Polar Chenille
Dubbing: Red Tri-Lobal Dubbing or Ice Dubbing
Connection Point
Wire: 19-strand .038mm 17lb. test Beadalon Wire
Articulation Bead: 1 Red Glass Bead
Front Hook
Hook: Owner 60 degree jig hook, cutting point. Size 4
Dumbbell Eyes: Medium Hareline Double Pupil Lead Eyes - Red
Front Hook Tail: Fish Skull Olive Faux Bucktail and Olive Brown Marabou
Body: UV Gold Polar Chenille again
Collar: Olive Brown Marabou
Dubbing: Red Tri-Lobal Dubbing or Ice Dubbing
Directions
- Check out the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-eQDaLX7EU&feature=youtu.be
for much better directions than I can give you!
I do everything he does except I omit the rubber legs and I don't worry too much about the front collar marabou length.
I like it a bit longer than he does but that's just me talking.—Bob Prince
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10 Types of Water That Always Hold Trout

BY LOUIS CAHILL Photos by Louis Cahill

If you are new to trout fishing, you may find yourself asking, “Where exactly are the fish?”
At first the river may seem like a puzzle. Especially large rivers where anglers new to the sport are easily overwhelmed
by options. Once you learn to read the water and understand what draws fish to certain types of water, the river
becomes a road map with great holding water marked everywhere.
The most basic principal which guides the angler to holding water is called “The 3 Cs.” They stand for current, cover and
cuisine. The three things every trout needs to be happy and survive. The trout needs current to deliver food. He needs
cover for safety and a reliable food supply. These three things can be found anywhere trout hold. If they are not present,
neither are the trout.

Permission granted to reprint this article from
Gink & Gasoline www.ginkandgasoline.com

There are a few things to add to that very basic list as you start your search
for trout. Although the trout wants to be near current, he can’t afford to exert the energy to hold in that current. He
needs a refuge where he can sit and wait for food to arrive. He also needs oxygen. Oxygen levels are not homogenous in
a river. Disturbances in the water’s surface add oxygen and trout like to be near them. Colder water always holds more
oxygen and trout are drawn to it. Cover may come in many forms, including depth, structure, surface disturbance and
overhanging vegetation.
Lots of options, but as you learn to understand the trout and his habits these thing make themselves obvious. You learn
to look at big water in sections as if it were many smaller streams running together. You will begin to visually recognize
the kind of water where you have caught fish before and before you know it, finding fish becomes second nature.
HERE’S A LIST OF 10 TYPES OF WATER WHERE YOU WILL ALWAYS FIND TROUT.
1. Seams
Seams are the places where fast water flows and slower water
flows meet. They are caused by friction from structure in the
stream and are often marked by foam lines. This is why anglers
say “Foam is home.” Trout sit in the edge of the slow water
waiting for the current to bring them food.

2. Drop-offs
These deep, dark potholes so often found on the downstream
edge of riffles are trout magnets. They offer the trout everything
he needs. The safety of deep water, oxygen from the riffle and a
steady supply of the insects which live in the riffle.
3. Buckets in Riffles
Think of these depressions in riffles as miniature versions of drop
offs. Trout love them for all the same reasons. Visually, they can
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be quite subtle
so look carefully. Depressions in shallow riffles can
hold surprisingly large fish.
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Undercut Banks
These are the labyrinths of big fish. Stream banks,
especially in outside bends, can be deeply undercut,
offering the ultimate in cover. The nearby current is a
conveyor belt of food, with tasty bits being pushed right to
the edge. It is not possible to fish too close to these banks.

5 Sweepers
Sweepers are trees which fall into the river. They remain anchored
to the bank at the roots and sweep downstream at an angle.
Sweepers create beautiful seams which always attract trout.
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BOULDERS

Every boulder offers a trout two points of refuge, one on
the seam behind and one on the cushion where the water
hits the upstream side. Whether on the bank, midstream
or strewn in boulder gardens, boulders are perfect cover
for trout.
7. Low Hanging Vegetation
Dense vegetation, which overhangs the edge of the water where water depth is sufficient to hold fish, is always productive. These
leafy resorts offer great cover, cooler water and a great source of food falling from above. If your casting skill is good enough to put
your fly well under the limbs, you’ll like the results.

8. Deep Runs
Wherever moving water becomes deep, it slows. Especially
near the bottom where friction from structure creates a subsurface seam. No matter how fast the surface flow may be, if
there is sufficient depth and structure on the bottom, there
will be holding water for trout.
9. Tailouts
In classic riffle, run, pool formations faster runs will end in shallow tailouts before the next spill-over. The soft water of these tailouts
holds fish, especially in high water. Too many anglers charge through these tasty spots with their eyes on the deeper water ahead .

10. Tributary Mouths
The spots where creeks, or even rivers, flow into the main current create seams and great feeding opportunities for fish.
These are always worth exploring. When the tributary is stained it creates a line where dirty water meets clear. Big
predators will sometimes use this dirty water to hide from prey. Target these with streamers.
I wouldn’t call this a definitive list by any means. There are lots more great places to look for fish. Fish behave differently
in varying conditions and there are plenty of other places you’ll find them, but these are ten are reliable hot spots where
you should always try a fly. Keep this list in your head next time you hit the water and look for these productive zones.
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THE WAY IT WAS……..
Thomas Jefferson dispatched Meriwether Lewis and William Clark to explore the 1803 Louisiana Purchase and then to
proceed on into the disputed area of the Pacific Northwest. The Lewis and Clark expedition (May 1804-September 1806)
ascended the Missouri. When Lewis reached the great falls, the issue of whether the Marias River or the Missouri was
the main stem was removed.
Jefferson, who personally prepared the instructions for Lewis and Clark, wanted to establish an American presence
because of British interests to the north, to find a route to the Pacific, establish contact and trade with Indian nations,
conduct scientific studies and assess the economic potential of the region. Spain, which claimed the area, sent several
armed expeditions northward in unsuccessful efforts to stop Lewis and Clark. As a scientific expedition, the Lewis &
Clark journey was a great success. They identified 174 plants and 134 species and subspecies that were new to science.
One of those was the Westslope cutthroat that Goodrich caught at the great falls.
Lewis wrote, "I retired to the shade of a tree where I determined to fix my camp for the present and dispatch a man in the
morning to inform Capt. C. and the party of my success in finding the falls and settle in their minds all further doubts as
to the Missouri ...on my return I found the party at camp; they had butchered the buffaloe and brought in some meat as I
had directed. Goodrich had caught a half a douzen very fine trout and a number of both species of the white fish. these
trout are from sixteen to twenty three inches in length, precisely resemble our mountain or speckled trout in form and
the position of their fins, but the specks on these are of a deep black instead of the red or goald colour of those common
in the U.' States. these are furnished long sharp teeth on the pallet and tongue and have generally a small dash of red on
each side behind the front ventral fins; the flesh is of pale yellowish red, or when in good order, of a rose red."
The "mountain or speckled trout" that was mentioned for comparison was the brook trout. Certainly the Westslope
cutthroat trout was appreciated by members of the expedition, for Lewis noted in his journal, "My fare is really
sumptuous this evening: Buffalo's humps, tongues, and marrow bones, fine trout, parched meal, pepper and salt, and a
good appetite."

Recap of the March meeting
The March meeting, held in the Elks building, featured highly regarded guide Tony Reinhardt, whose well
illustrated talk covered a number of "how to" topics, including boat etiquette. Program Chair Dave Ward
fished with Tony that day and reported that it was the best fishing day he had experienced on the Bitterroot.
Tony also provides a weekly newsletter that provides a daily fishing summary, so if you are looking for a
convenient fishing report, you can get on the email list. Go to mttroutfitters@gmail.com to sign up.
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CASTING FROM A DRIFT BOAT
Article by Dick Ellis, drawings by permission from Tony Reinhardt
As days lengthen, air and water temperatures rise and more rafts appear on the river, this is an appropriate time to
review the guidelines for casting from a raft or drift boat. Those that will fish from a raft for the first time need to know
the "rules of the road," and even experienced floaters may benefit from a reminder of boat etiquette. Following the
guidelines means fewer tangles and thus less lost fishing time, less chance for accidents such as hooking your fishing
partner or the person at the oars, and certainly less aggravation.
Many guides outline the guidelines at the start of a float and provide reminders during the day as needed so that they
avoid incidents such as the one related by a friend that guides in Wyoming. He was booked by two men that were
lifelong friends that had fished together for many years. The angler in the front of the raft tried to hog all of the water,
frequently casting directly to the bank and often casting upstream even though such casts resulted in instant drag.
Complaints by the angler in the stern went unheeded. At the end of the float the angler in the stern, who had had little
opportunity to fish, refused to pay his share, leaving his friend with the bill and bringing an end to a lifelong friendship.
So what are the rules of the road?
Fishing from a raft or drift boat invariably means casting toward shore from a craft that is usually in the current and that
is moving faster than water near the bank. Both bow and stern anglers should cast downstream for a long drift. Many
suggest that anglers should cast at the 10 o'clock or 11 o'clock position when casting to the left bank and at the 1 o'clock
to 2 o'clock position when casting to the right bank. The bow angler should pick up when he and his fly are at the 9
o'clock position or 90 degrees. If the bow angler leaves his fly on the water longer than that, he is poaching on his
partner's water. If the bow angler casts directly to the bank (at 90 degrees) or upstream, they will encounter instant
drag and will also leave the stern angler with no water to fish.
Both anglers should cast to the same bank to avoid tangles, which are the bane of guides. Tangles mean lost fishing time
and missed water. Tangles while on fast water such as the canyon section of the Big Hole mean significant loss of fishing
time because the guide is busy at the oars. Tangles occasionally result in someone being hooked, and that individual
might be the guide. Not a happy event. So avoid tangles by casting to the same bank, by casting in parallel lines. It also
helps if both anglers pay attention to each other, especially the angler in the stern because he/she has a full view of the
situation. It also is helpful to have an alternating casting rhythm so that the two anglers are not casting at the same
time, but casting in parallel line is most important. Finally the angler in the bow should not have his/her back cast go
directly down the length of the raft (from 12 o'clock to 6), and if your cast misses your intended target, it is best to
maintain the casting rhythm by fishing out the drift rather than picking up immediately.
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NEW AND NOTES
The Bighorn River Alliance, an organization dedicated to the protection of the Bighorn River, recently released a video
entitled "The Bighorn: River at Risk" that is a response to a new flow management policy at Yellowtail Dam that began in
2008. The goal was to significantly increase flows at the Horseshoe Bend boat ramp in Wyoming, but the impact of
increased flow also is felt downstream in Montana so that there are many more days when the Big Horn is at or above
8,000 cfs (cubic feet per second). The study by the Bighorn Alliance shows flooding, bank erosion, sediment deposits
and deterioration of wild trout habitat that negatively impact fishing and the agricultural economy. High flows prevent
angler access in some locations, make some launch sites in accessible, raise water temperatures, reduce clarity and
impact insect hatches. The Alliance argues that the dumping of water to promote boating at Horseshoe Bend is of little
benefit as only a few boats use that site and notes that the water doesn't go through the hydro power turbines so that
it also does not produce electricity. The river management policy dates back to 1967 and is to benefit irrigation, flood
control and power. Fishing and the preservation of the fishery are not included.
If interested, you can go to bighornriveralliance.org and thereby access the video, sign a petition to protect the river and
view the "Trip Planner and Access Guide" to the river.
It should be noted that Yellowtail Dan, which was completed in 1967, is a concrete dam that is 525 feet high and created
a reservoir seventy-two miles long. It was named for Robert Yellowtail, chairman of the Crow Tribe in the 1940s and
later Bureau of Indian Affairs superintendent for the Crow Reservation. Yellowtail spent a good part of his life fighting to
block approval of the dam that now bears his name.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
I often arrive at the stream full of haste and eagerness, anxious for the first cast and the first sign of imprudent trout. If
a calmer pace is called for, I have to force upon myself the discipline of watchfulness. Unlike our famous angling
masters, who have counseled extended sessions of careful observation, I'm likely to cast first and ask questions later.
I'm just too energized for the stingily hoarded casts so eloquently recommended by Vincent Marinero, and though I
heed Walton's admonition to 'study to be quiet,' I rarely study to sit still." Paul Schullery, The Rise: Streamside
Observations on Trout, Flies & Fly Fishing, 2006
"I walked in and felt its pull against my legs. Current is a mysterious thing. It is the motion of the river leaving us, and it
is as curious and thrilling a thing as a distant train at night. The waters of this new river, pouring from high in a Montana
wilderness, are bound for the Gulf of Mexico. The idea that so much as a single molecule of the rushing chute before me
was headed for Tampico was as eerie as the moon throwing a salty flood over the tidelands and then retrieving it.
Things that pass us, go somewhere else, and don't come back seem to communicate directly with the soul. That the
fisherman plies his craft on the surface of such a thing possibly accounts for his contemplative nature."
Thomas
McGuane, "On the Take," reprinted in The Gift of Trout, edited by Ted Leeson

"Drifting downstream that afternoon, I realized that there's a big difference between hearing and listening. Hearing is
passive; listening is active. We hear traffic and airport noise and the shouting of loudspeakers in a department store.
We listen to the laughter of children and hooting of doves, to leaves rustling in wind-stirred aspen, to trout sipping
mayflies in a river. In these noisy times the thousand subtle voices of a river can throw a calm over our lives. I swear its
music to our ears."
Jerry Dennis, the River Home
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Meals on Wheels- Wyoming style!
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REGISTRATION FORM

A Skip Morris workshop- Fly Fishing Lakes for Trout
Location- Bitterroot River Inn
Saturday, June 23th, 2018
Name:_________________________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________________________________________________________________
Email:_________________________________________________________________________
You can sign up for one or both sessions
I am enrolling for:

Morning session: 9-noon: Lake Fishing

Cost- $35.00/person

Afternoon session: 1-3:30 PM tying flies for lake fishing

Cost- $35.00/person

[maximum number is 20 participants in the afternoon session.]
PM Participants will need to supply their own tying materials and supplies.
A material list will be sent to participants prior to the event.

Send this completed enrollment form, a check made out to FFB for the correct
amount and mail to:

Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot PO Box 692 Victor MT 59875
{sorry, no payment via PayPal for this event}
Questions? Contact David Ward-206-707-6877or email him at
dward451@comcast.net
Once your registration form is received, your will receive a conformation email.
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OUTINGS AND CLUB EVENTS
Missouri River Trip – April 24-27, 2018
The FFB has planned their annual outing to the Missouri River for April 24-27th. Activities will be centered around the
Headhunters Fly shop in Craig, Montana. Club members either bring RV's or rent one of the limited cabins available to
take advantage of this exciting fishery. Many rent Guides for all, or part of their outing, or reserve one of the "Veteran"
drift boats graciously provided by Headhunters. The Fly Shop also has reduced guide rates at this time as well. The
shop’s phone # is 406-235-3447
For those of you who plan to take an RV to the outing, the RV spots at Headhunters have been replaced by cabins. But
the FFBers will be gathering at the Wegner Creek RV Park, less than a mile away across the bridge from Craig. The
Owner’s name is Val, and her # is: 406-235-4047. Water may be iffy due to weather, but electricity will be available as
well as sewer connections. This is a small campground, with a limited number of spaces. There is another campgroundPrewett Creek Campground about 15 miles NE of Craig, Exit 244 off of I-15. Their phone # is: 406-788-5360
Even without a boat, the Missouri around Craig has some excellent bank/wade fishing opportunities, especially towards
evening. Nymph-fishing is the center piece of the action, but if a hatch comes off, the dry-fly fishing is wonderful. And,
with big Browns all along this section of "the Mo", stripping a Streamer can lead to" the fish of the year"..!
Club members gather every evening [this year it will be on April26- Thursday] for pot-luck food and beverage. Often
folks gather for at least one group dinner at Izaaks restaurant right next to the Fly shop. After a long winter...consider
joining other FFB members for the first outing of the year and hopefully some memorable fishing, on the "Big Mo"!!

BROWN'S LAKE – possibly the end of April, or early May
As Spring approaches, many FFB members begin to turn their attention to the "Ice-out" event at Browns Lake.. Is this any place for a
self-respecting Fly Fisherman? It is, if you want to try for Arlee and Kamloops Rainbows up to 10- pounds!! The lake fishes best in
early in the year, especially the first month after ice-out.
At around 500 acres, it is perfect for pontoons, float tubes, and other small boats. Club members have organized impromptu trips on
short notice, to an undeveloped campground near the boat launch. There are no reservations, but plenty of room, and a public rest
room near the launch. The timing depends on nature, but if you have an interest, stay tuned at the monthly meeting, or the FFB
web site or for the latest news- FFB_notice.. Perhaps you can join up with someone, or a group, to hook up with other members for
an early spring "Hog-fest".....!

MAY- FLY FISHING CLINIC- we partner with BRTU. The first 4 Wednesdays in May. 6-8 PM
Skip Morris Workshop – Saturday June 23, 2018
Special Needs Day Sunday, June 24, 2018
Georgetown Lake – July 12-15, 2018
Annual Picnic Sunday, August 19, 2018
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2018 Bitterroot Buggers

Tying flies with the youngsters- a fun filled learning experience for everyone!
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"There's more B.S. in fly fishing than there is in a
Kansas feedlot.” – Lefty Kreh

Lefty Kreh 1925-2018
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JUST FOR FUN
Secrets to Inner Peace
If you can start the day without caffeine,
If you can always be cheerful, ignoring aches and pains,
If you can resist complaining and boring people with your troubles,
If you can eat the same food every day and be grateful for it,
If you can understand when your loved ones are too busy to give you any time,
If you can take criticism and blame without resentment,
If you can conquer tension without medical help,
If you can relax without alcohol,
If you can sleep without the aid of drugs,
Then You Are Probably The Family Dog!
Handle every Stressful situation like a dog. If you can't eat it or play with it, pee on it and walk away.

"Often it does seem such a pity that Noah and his party did not miss the boat." Mark Twain
"In Paris they just simply opened their eyes and stared when we spoke to them in French! We never did
succeed in making those idiots understand their own language." Mark Twain

Raffle board in progress!
$1.00 per square, 100 squares.
A fly tyer’s dream box, beautifully made.
Donated By Susannah Benjamin

Get your tickets at the club meeting, or contact Phil
Romans to buy them—
406-363-0744

Hey everyone- There is a woman
in town that will sew our patches
on to just about anything for
$2.00/each.

Patches
are $4.00 each
or

Contact info: Susan at MONTANA
SASSY SEWING CO. 329 Main
Street, Hamilton. 406-961-9012

3 for $10.00
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o 2018 schedule-tentative























April 10th club meeting- note date change
April 9th Board meeting
April 24-27 Missouri outing
May 1st club meeting
May 7th Board meeting
June 5th club meeting
June 11th Board meeting
June 23rd Skip Morris workshop
June 24th Special Needs Day
No July club meeting: go fish!
July 9th Board meeting
July11-15th Georgetown outing
August- no club meeting: go fish!
August 19th – Annual Picnic
September 4th club meeting
September 10th Board meeting
October 2nd
club meeting
October 8th
Board meeting
November 6th club meeting
November 12th Board meeting
December 4th ANNUAL MEETING &
ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
December 10th
Board meeting

Phone contacts:
Phil& Dorreen Romans 406- 363-0744
Gary Kosaka 562-833-3634
Denny Westover 206-605-0404
Greg Chester 406-363-0033
Pierre Satkowiak 406-777-2348
Estelle Shuttleworth 406-381-0474

Our Address:
Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot
PO BOX 692
Victor, MT 59875
Name tags and lanyards are ready and
are at the check in table. If you need a
name tag please contact Estelle at
je@shuttleworthje.com

Classifieds

2018 Board of Directors
Estelle Shuttleworth-President je@shuttleworthje.com
Bill Bean- VP billbean.bean75@gmail.com
Pierre Satkowiak-Secretary psatkowiak@gmail.com
Ken Quinn-Treasurer
David Ward-Programs dward451@comcast.net
Leon Powell- Roster eleonfish@gmail.com
Gary Kosaka-WebMaster- hikemastergk@gmail.com
Dorreen Romans-PR promans@aol.com
Phil Romans-promans@aol.com
Greg Chester- gchester55@aol.com
Ed Gannon- edandck@gmail.com
Dick Ellis- ellis_r@fortlewis.edu
Denny Westover- dwwestover@comcast.net
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The Board of Directors set a policy concerning
classified ads in our newsletter. We want to
facilitate our members selling unwanted,
unneeded gear. The following rules apply: (1) the
seller must be a Club member; (2) the seller must
be noncommercial; (3) this editor has full right to
edit submitted materials; they should be “Tweet”
size (4) the ads will run a maximum of two times
and then be retired; (5) the thing or things to be
sold must be related to fly fishing; and (6) we not
will charge for the ad placement and take no
responsibility for its accuracy

